
As a full-service contract development and manufacturing organisation, Custom Pharma Services can guide 
you through your entire programme — from preformulation through manufacturing, packaging and delivery. 

   Unwavering customer service  
and a one-stop facility

   Creative and proactive project management 

    Reliable services that are reflected in  
our approach, cost and delivery

 
 
Custom Pharma Services places value and confidence in our staff’s ability to uphold the highest standards  
of professionalism and performance, helping to develop an active partnership with our clients. Fully 
certified in the UK and Europe, Custom Pharma Services is your one-stop resource for contract 
development and pharmaceutical manufacturing.

When you need a partner that can help with concepting, process and formulation development,  
prototypes, stability and analytical testing, certification, contract manufacturing, primary packaging, 
shipment, consultancy and customer support, Custom Can!

 
METTLER TOLEDO QUANTOS AUTOMATED DOSING SYSTEM
Custom Pharma Services is dedicated to optimising your dosing process, delivering safe and 
cost-effective micro-dosed capsule filling solutions for your Phase I clinical trial. 

With direct dosing of your API into capsules, from 1mg/capsule upwards with 100% weight 
confirmation, this system is perfect for potent molecules with a low therapeutic dose where 
more advanced granulation technologies would typically be deployed.

Need a partner that addresses the challenges 
and hazards of powder dosing? Custom Can!
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Direct dosing into capsules ensures zero content uniformity issues for low dose products 
without the time and cost issues related to granulation. 

Quantos has an intelligent and adaptive dispensing system with a wide powder handling capability. 
And, unlike conventional capsule fillers, the system can be set up with minimal amounts of API.

By using Quantos, batches can be manufactured with little setup overhead, saving time and money —  
no matter how poor the flow properties of your API are.

There are no minimum batch size requirements for Quantos projects. We can produce the exact number 
of capsules required for your early clinical batch needs.

Your manufacturing costs are directly scaled to the number of capsules you require, making this 
technology perfect for formulation prototypes or early clinical programmes.

When you need a safe, cost-effective and uniform micro-dose solution to fill capsules, Custom Can!

 For more information on how the Quantos  
system can work for your project, get in touch: 
Email: info@custompharma.co.uk
U.K. Tel: +44 (0) 1273 323 513

Visit our website to see the full range of capabilities we offer: 
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